
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act passed into law during December 2017 ushered in a new tax savings tool: 
Opportunity Zone investments.  Regulatory guidance clarifying elements of the program has not been 
published, but Taxpayers nearing liquidity events can begin exploring whether an Opportunity 
Zone reinvestment strategy fits their business and wealth planning goals.    

How do Opportunity Zone reinvestments work?

• Taxpayer realizes capital gain, for example, the sale of stock, portfolio investments or real property.

• Taxpayer creates a corporate or partnership entity and certifies it as an Opportunity Fund (O Fund);
alternatively the Taxpayer can invest in a third party O Fund entity.

• Taxpayer contributes a portion or all of the capital gain proceeds into the O Fund entity within 180 days
of the original gain transaction’s close.  Taxes are deferred on gain contributed to O fund entity.

• O Fund entity makes investments in qualifying property located inside designated geographic areas 
known as Opportunity Zones. Qualifying property can be in the form of corporate stock, partnership 
interests, or tangible business property.

• Taxpayer receives Federal tax deferral and reduction benefits based on time the O Fund interest is held.

• The tax deferral period ends on the earlier of two dates: date the O Fund investment is disposed, or
December 31, 2026 (deferral period ends on December 31, 2026, even if O Fund interest still held).

• The tax reduction benefits can come from two sources:  a reduction in taxes on the original gain, and the
elimination of tax on the O Fund reinvestment gain if held over 10 years. 
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Where are Opportunity Zones located?
Opportunity Zones were created to incentivize investment in regions which were specified by each 
state’s Governor and so are located all over the United States.  For an interactive map of all 
Opportunity Zones, follow this link:   

https://www.cdfifund.gov/Pages/Opportunity-Zones.aspx
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Sale of O Fund investment is exempt from tax** 
*Tax reduction on the original gain is calculated via basis adjustment to the O Fund investment.
**After 10 years, the tax basis of the O Fund investment is deemed to be its fair value on sale. This exemption 
benefit is in addition to tax deferral and tax reduction on the original gain.   Appreciation on the reinvestment 
but not the original deferred gain, is eliminated permanently bringing a benefit beyond the original 
transaction.

Years Taxpayer holds O fund investment

Maximum 15% total reduction in gain on original transaction*

Maximum 10% reduction in gain on original transaction *

Federal Tax Benefits

No reduction in taxes due, but taxes are deferred < 5 years 

5+ years 

7+ years 

10+ years 
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Results

• January 2019, Taxpayer sells commercial building and realizes $2 million capital gain.
• Taxpayer and second owner create a partnership and certify it as an O Fund vehicle.
• Within 180 days of the real estate closing, Taxpayer contributes $2 million gain portion of the $3 million closing proce eeds

to the O-Fund partnership.
• O Fund purchases and substantially rehabilitates a mixed use building inside an O Zone.
• The O Fund partnership sells the mixed use building in year 12 at $3 million gain, then terminates.

Taxpayer sells commercial building at substantial capital gain

• 2026: Taxpayer held O Fund investment for over 7 years and qualifies for forgiveness of up to 15% of the federal tax liability on the
commercial building gain, deferring the payment and reducing the amount of federal taxes due.

• Year 12: Taxpayer will pay zero taxes on his share of the $3 million gain on termination of his O fund interest as he held O Fund
investment over 10 years.

Note that Taxpayer retained cash from closing to pay state taxes in the year of sale (most states have not yet reacted to Opportunity 
Zones) and to fund the federal taxes due in 2026.

Taxpayer exit from low basis stock

• December 2018, Taxpayer sells stock with near zero basis.
• Taxpayer identifies partnership which is properly certified as an O Fund vehicle
• Within 180 Days of selling stock, Taxpayer contributes stock gain proceeds to O Fund partnership.
• O Fund partnership uses the cash to construct commercial building in an O Zone, and purchase interest in tangible property meeting O

Zone property rules
• Taxpayer sells O Fund partnership interest in year 11.

Results

• 2026: Taxpayer held the O Fund investment for over 7 years and qualifies for up to a 15% reduction in the federal tax liability on the
original stock gain.

• Year 11: Taxpayer pays no federal tax on sale of the O Fund partnership interest, held over 10 years.

Want to learn more? 

Contact your Brown Edwards Tax Advisor to learn more about an Opportunity Zone reinvestment if a 
liquidity event is on your horizon.   www.BEcpas.com

Note that if cash flow to pay state taxes in the year of sale (most states have not yet reacted to Opportunity Zones) and to pay federal taxes 
in 2026 is a concern, Taxpayer could reinvest only a portion of stock proceeds in the O Fund partnership. Then Taxpayer would pay any 
necessary state taxes plus the federal tax on the non reinvested portion of the gain in the year of sale, and accumulate earnings on the 
remaining funds to pay the federal taxes due in 2026.

Your Success is Our Focus.
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